PROBLEM STATEMENT t
The problem of interest here is as folloyA;
Given the function F(x) in the internal -L 4 x < L find the source function g(x") and then extrapolate into the region jxj > L. In its corresponding discrete form Stepian has shown that although in general a non unique answer exist the requirement that the solution has a mialmn norm ensures. the uniqueness of the solution.
Despite the simplicity of the formulations numerical solutions are very difficult or almost impossible to obtain, The a(xt ) is Wildly varying function as can be inferred from the following argument.
In the space of spheroidal orthogonal functions * n (x) one observes the following;
n where an are the eigenvalues of the spheroidal functions. The problem here is that for any functions F(x) with bounded norm 1IF1 1 < the source function g(x) may not be bounded. where m(so) is the measure of the u internal and m(T) is the measure of a finite set such that jc m(s)] -2L. Notice that the product
Ndr is known as the degrees of freedom of the interval
2L.
The important observation here is the exponential decay of the eigavalues corresponding to indexes n larger than the index Ndr which is the degree of freedom of the interv-1. One concludes that the terms of the norm of g(x) corresponding to n > Ndr are of the form of an exponentially increasing sequence, i.e.,
$n a n (1 + e b ) -1 , n > Ndr (7) a One might insist that the product ^n should converge and obtain n a converging result. This requirement however eliminates interesting and useful applications. In order to counter this difficulty the problem will be looked at from a different point of view in the next section.
THE GREEN'S 'FUNCTION EXPANSION
is the zeal past of the free space Green i s function one for axially symmetric f ields obtains the expansion
The problem now is that of finding some convenient numerical technique 
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It is instructive to estimate the approximate dimension of the index space. The distribution directly in terms of the angle @ is r(8) ^l ,
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In the space of the orthogonal functions {On-+ lt2 Pn(coa0j ) one ha
n T n+l
In order to find the effective dimension one compares the above with the flat spectrum of the delta function which is 
